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We report the use of atomic force microscopy to observe the initial stages
of b-amyloid ®brillization in situ. The growth of individual b-amyloid
proto®brils on a mica substrate was followed over several hours. The
®rst in situ visualization of proto®bril formation from single aggregate
units of b-amyloid is reported. The growth of these proto®brils through
the subsequent addition of these aggregate units is also observed.
Growth of the proto®brils is bi-directional and the outgrowth of proto®brils from a common amyloid/heterogeneous core is also observed.
Elongation also occurred by the addition of proto®brils from solution.
This data provides an exciting insight into the early stages of b-amyloid
®brillization and can be used to enhance the understanding of the mechanism(s) by which b-amyloid ®brillizes and may consequently enable
inhibition of one or more stages of ®brillization as a potential therapeutic
strategy.
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Introduction
One of the major histopathological hallmarks of
Alzheimer's disease is the abundant and progressive formation of amyloid plaques. These deposits
consist primarily of b-amyloid; a 39-43 amino acid
peptide (Glenner & Wong, 1984) polymerized as
insoluble ®brils. Electron microscopy has shown
these ®brils to be 6-10 nm in diameter (Merz et al.,
1983; Narang, 1980). X-ray diffraction (Kirschner
et al., 1986) has revealed that the b-amyloid peptide
adopts a cross-b sheet conformation within the
®bril. Thus the axis of the ®bril is perpendicular to
the polypeptide strand and parallel to the orientation of the hydrogen bonds. Fibrils formed
in vitro, from synthetic b-amyloid, are ultrastructurally similar to the in vivo ®brils (Kirschner et al.,
1987).
Soluble b-amyloid peptide is secreted normally
from cultured cells and is present in cerebrospinal
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¯uid at nanomolar concentrations (Busciglio et al.,
1993; Haass et al., 1992; Seubert et al., 1992; Shoji
et al., 1992). Therefore there is great interest in
understanding the mechanism(s) by which this soluble peptide converts into the insoluble ®brils
found within the amyloid plaques. The causative
role of these b-amyloid deposits in Alzheimer's disease has not de®nitively been established, but suf®cient evidence exists to support the hypothesis that
b-amyloid is pivotal to the aetiology of the disease.
Earlier work suggested that the neurotoxic species
was the mature b-amyloid ®bril (Howlett et al.,
1995; Pike et al., 1991, 1993; Seilheimer et al., 1997),
but more recent studies are indicating the existence
of amyloid-derived diffusable ligands that are also
neurotoxic (Lambert et al., 1998). These ®ndings
present potential targets for therapeutic intervention at all stages of b-amyloid ®brillization.
In vitro work has suggested that b-amyloid ®brillization proceeds via two distinct stages; nucleation
and elongation (Jarrett et al., 1993; Lomakin et al.,
1996). During nucleation a series of thermodynamically unfavourable steps lead to the formation of a
stable nucleus of unde®ned size. Identi®cation of
small particles of a size equivalent to the diameter
of a b-amyloid ®bril (Lomakin et al., 1996) has indicated that such nuclei could be very short ®brils.
Heterogeneous nucleation, with non-amyloido# 2000 Academic Press
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genic seed material may also occur. Subsequent
elongation of the ®brils is thought to be ®rst order;
it proceeds at a rate directly proportional to the
b-amyloid concentration (Jarrett et al., 1993;
Esler et al., 1996; Naiki & Nakakuki, 1996).
A model of b-amyloid ®brillization has been proposed whereby an intermediate of ®brillization
develops from these ®bril nuclei by the addition of
monomers (Walsh et al., 1997). This intermediate
structure is termed a proto®bril and has been
identi®ed by a number of groups. Electron
microscopy of b-amyloid proto®brils yielded structures 6-10 nm in diameter and 5-160 nm in length
(Walsh et al., 1997). Ex situ atomic force microscopy
(AFM) data also supports the existence of proto®brils. By sampling b-amyloid over a period of
time, proto®brils approximately 3 nm in diameter
and 20-70 nm in length were seen to appear and
then later disappear to be replaced by more typical
mature ®brils (Harper et al., 1997a). This suggests
that the proto®bril is an intermediate of ®brillization. Subsequent work revealed that the conversion
of proto®brils to ®brils could be seeded by preformed ®brils (Harper et al., 1997b). More recent
ex situ AFM experiments have also revealed that
proto®bril elongation, like ®bril elongation, is ®rst
order (Harper et al., 1999). In addition, the substructure of the proto®bril has been clearly visualized by AFM. Immobilizing the protein species to
a ¯at gold surface using an alkyl thiol selfassembled monolayer (Blackley et al., 1999)
revealed proto®brils of less than 300 nm in length,
clearly comprising of individual aggregates of
b-amyloid.
Recent work has used AFM to investigate the
assembly dynamics of several amyloidogenic proteins. The ®rst of these in situ experiments
observed the growth of individual proto®brils and
®brils of amylin on a mica surface over a period of
several hours (Goldsbury et al., 1999). Here, the
proto®bril growth was seen to be bi-directional
and to proceed at an elongation rate of
1.1(0.5) nm/minute. The aggregation of b-amyloid in contact with two model surfaces has also
been investigated (Kowalewski & Holtzman, 1999).
On hydrophilic mica the b-amyloid formed particulate aggregates of average height 5-6 nm. At
high b-amyloid concentrations (500 mM) these were
seen to assemble into linear structures resembling
b-amyloid proto®brils. However on hydrophobic
graphite the b-amyloid formed uniform elongated
sheets, approximately 1 nm in height.
Here, we report the use of AFM to observe the
initial stages of b-amyloid ®brillization in situ. The
unique capacity of AFM to produce high-resolution
images of a sample immersed in solution enabled
the development of a population of b-amyloid
®brils to be followed over time. Tapping mode
imaging was employed; this mode virtually eliminates lateral forces between the probe and the
sample and allows the observation of the weakly
adsorbed protein without modi®cation of the mica
substrate. Thus the in situ visualization of proto®-
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bril formation from single aggregate units of bamyloid has been investigated. The subsequent
growth of these proto®brils by the further addition
of these aggregates has also been studied. The
information obtained here can be used to enhance
the understanding of the mechanism(s) by which
b-amyloid ®brillizes.

Results
Development of a population of b -amyloid
fibrils over time
The development of a population of b-amyloid
®brils over time is displayed in Figure 1. This was
achieved by repeatedly imaging the same 13.5 mm
square area of mica over time. Figure 1(a), taken 30
minutes after the start of incubation of the b-amyloid, displays a population made up of aggregates,
proto®brils and short ®brils. In Figure 1(b), taken
later at 80 minutes, a more dense deposition of
b-amyloid material is apparent. Proto®brils and
®brils present on the mica at earlier time points
have grown, whilst others have appeared on the
surface from the bulk solution. Additionally some
of the b-amyloid aggregates have developed into
proto®brils. These processes have continued over
the next 55 minutes as illustrated in Figure 1(c).
Statistical investigation of this population over a
large series of images shows a minimal increase in
the total number of b-amyloid aggregates
(height > 1 nm) over time. This is illustrated in
Figure 2(a). This minimal increase is unlikely to be
due to saturation of the mica surface, as preliminary experiments at higher b-amyloid concentrations showed a far greater density of protein
deposition (data not shown). A general term for
these aggregates, single unit aggregates, will be
used throughout this paper. However a pronounced increase in the number of large aggregates (height > 5 nm) over time is also observed as
is shown in Figure 2(b). This data suggests that the
single unit aggregates of b-amyloid may be coalescing on the mica and that there is an ongoing
adsorption/desorption of material at the solid/
liquid interface. Similar trends were observed with
other data sets.
Protofibril development
Figure 3(a) and (b) show the formation and
growth of a proto®bril from single aggregate units
of b-amyloid over a time span of approximately
two hours. The single aggregate units are
83.3(18.2) nm wide and 4.5(2.8) nm high
(n  80). The initial fusion of two of these entities
occurs at different times throughout the imaging.
Figure 3(a) is a 1 mm  1 mm image, digitally
zoomed in from a 13.5 mm  13.5 mm scan. In the
®rst image, collected an hour after the start of incubation, two single aggregate units of b-amyloid are
imaged separately but in close proximity. Nearly
40 minutes later, by the third image, these two
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Figure 1. Fibrillization of b-amyloid on mica. Tapping mode AFM images acquired in situ in a 50 mg/ml solution
of b-amyloid in Tris. The images are of essentially the same 13.5 mm  13.5 mm area although a slight amount of drift
has occurred throughout the experiment. A common point easily visible on all three images is the large aggregate in
the bottom left-hand quarter of the scan. Over time aggregates, proto®brils and ®brils of b-amyloid grow on the mica
surface. Preformed ®brils from the bulk solution also appear.

units are fused together and a third unit has added
onto the (now) proto®brillar structure. At the end
of this series of images the structure is far more linear, although the single aggregate origin is still
obvious from the axial cross-section. Figure 3(b),
again a digitally zoomed 1 mm  1 mm image, contains another example of this process. Four single
aggregate units of b-amyloid are fused together by
the end of the series of images. It is interesting to
note that a third aggregate unit adds at 80 minutes.
Eight minutes later the size of this structure has
apparently increased. This could be due to a
change in the orientation of the aggregate on the
mica substrate or to the addition of b-amyloid
monomers.
Figure 3(c) (a digitally zoomed 1 mm  1 mm
image) contains additional data supporting the
proposition that proto®bril elongation can occur by

the addition of single aggregate units. The proto®bril present in the ®rst image displayed in
Figure 3(c) elongates by the addition of two single
aggregate units to the top end of the structure.
This is apparent nine minutes later as shown in the
second image of the sequence. Eight minutes later,
as illustrated in the third image, elongation of the
bottom end of the proto®bril has occurred by an
identical process. Thus elongation of proto®brils
can be seen to be bi-directional.
Development of multiple b -amyloid protofibrils
from a common core
Another phenomenon observed is the development of multiple b-amyloid proto®brils from a
common core. This is apparent in Figure 4, a digitally zoomed 2.5 mm  2.5 mm image. The nuclea-

Figure 2. (a) A graph illustrating that the number of b-amyloid aggregates (height >1 nm) per unit area of mica is
fairly constant throughout the experiment. (b) A graph showing a pronounced increase in the number of aggregates
of height >5 nm per unit area during the experiment. The data was obtained by using thresholding software as
detailed in Materials and Methods.
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Figure 3. The consecutive addition of aggregates of b-amyloid to form proto®brils. The images are 1 mm  1 mm in
size, digitally zoomed in from a 13.5 mm  13.5 mm scan. (a) and (b) The formation of proto®brils from two single
aggregate units of b-amyloid and subsequent elongation by the addition of further aggregate units of b-amyloid. (c)
The bi-directional elongation of a b-amyloid proto®bril by the addition of aggregate units of b-amyloid.

tion point, initially 250 nm wide as displayed in
Figure 4(a), may be amyloidogenic or heterogeneous in origin. Twenty minutes later, as
observed in Figure 4(b), a proto®bril is developing
as an offshoot by the addition of single aggregate
units of b-amyloid. An hour after the start of the
experiment, as displayed in Figure 4(c), another
emerging proto®bril is apparent. At 88 minutes, as
illustrated by Figure 4(f), four proto®brils are
radiating from the central core. During the next 20
minutes that elapse between the capture of the
image displayed in Figure 4(f) and Figure 4(g), a
pre-existing proto®bril appears to add from solution. This suggests that proto®bril elongation can
occur by both the addition of pre-existing proto®brils and single aggregate units of b-amyloid.

Protofibril elongation rates
Here, the formation of a proto®bril is de®ned as
the fusion of two single aggregate units of b-amyloid. This de®nition of a proto®bril is used as the
starting point for all reported elongation measurements. No change in morphology, for example
increase in width, was observed over the course of
these measurements. Such a change would be
indicative of a transition of proto®bril to ®bril.
Elongation rates for the proto®brils have been
calculated (n  40) and are found to vary considerably as shown in Figure 5 (only part of the data
displayed). The elongation rate varies from
approximately 1 nm/minute to 10 nm/minute.
This is probably due in part to the visualization of
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Figure 4. A series of AFM images depicting the development of multiple b-amyloid proto®brils from a common
core. Elongation occurs by addition of b-amyloid aggregates and, between 88 and 118 minutes, by the addition of a
preformed proto®bril from the solution. The image size is 2.5 mm  2.5 mm, digitally zoomed in from a 13.5
mm  13.5 mm scan.

the two mechanisms of proto®bril elongation
(addition of single aggregate units and pre-existing
proto®brils). Monte Carlo simulations give an estimate for the solid volume of an individual b-amyloid molecule when packed into a proto®bril
(personal communication, Ashley George). This
value is approximately 6.04 nm3 (larger than
4.269 nm3 calculated for an in vacuo b-amyloid
peptide). A cylindrical structure for the proto®bril
can be assumed and the proto®bril height taken as

Figure 5. This graph illustrates the variation in
elongation rates of the proto®brils. It can be seen that
they develop at different times over the course of the
imaging and that the rate of elongation is not uniform
for each proto®bril.

approximately 4.5 nm (from measurements on this
data set). It can then be calculated that there are
approximately 2.5 peptide monomers per nm of
proto®bril length. Therefore the elongation rates
seen here correspond to the addition of 2.5-25
monomers per minute.

Discussion
Here, in situ AFM has been used to observe the
formation of proto®brils from single aggregate
units of b-amyloid. The single aggregate units are
83.3(18.2) nm wide and 4.5(2.8) nm high,
measurements which differ from those made in ex
situ experiments where similar features are found
to be 21.3(3.0) nm wide and 2.5(0.9) nm high.
However the height of these single aggregate units
of b-amyloid is similar to that obtained in other in
situ experiments where the height of such features
was 5-6 nm (Kowalewski & Holtzman, 1999).
There may be several reasons for this disparity in
dimensions that can sometimes occur between
structures measured in air (ex situ) and in liquid (in
situ). In an aqueous environment, the b-amyloid
aggregates will be fully hydrated with the hydrophilic N terminus of the peptide (residues 1 to 29)
exposed on the outer surface of the aggregate. This
could lead to the b-amyloid aggregates adopting
an extended conformation on the mica substrate
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and the increased dimensions seen. It must also be
considered that the use of the silicone O-ring and
liquid cell can lead to anomalous lateral measurements with the AFM (Neff et al., 1999). Electrostatic
double layer forces between the tip and sample
also contribute to the recorded height in liquid and
can lead to the measurement of heights differing
greatly from those recorded using other techniques
(Muller & Engel, 1997). Ex situ measurements will
be far more dependent on environmental factors,
such as humidity.
In aqueous buffers the b-amyloid single unit
aggregates and proto®brils are only loosely associated with the mica substrate via electrostatic interactions. This can be seen by the fact that some
single aggregate units of b-amyloid desorb from
the mica surface during imaging whilst others
exhibit considerable lateral mobility. This is most
clearly seen when two single aggregate units come
together to form a proto®bril. It is the very fact
that the protein molecules are so weakly attached
to the mica surface that allows the formation and
growth of the proto®brils to be observed. Other
studies (data not shown), where the b-amyloid is
chemically immobilized to a gold surface, show
minimal evidence of ®bril growth. Therefore this
mica/Tris buffer system more closely mimics the
situation in vivo.
The development of the b-amyloid proto®brils
observed here has important implications for the
possible mechanism(s) of ®brillization of this
peptide. It is evident that the formation of proto®brils occurs in the ®rst instance by the joining
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of two single aggregate units of b-amyloid.
These aggregate units are of yet unde®ned mass.
Elongation of these proto®brils proceeds by the
addition of further aggregate units and proto®brils. Proto®brils observed here, comprising of
individual aggregate units, are of lengths of up
to 1 mm, clearly in excess of those recorded by
other groups (Walsh et al., 1997; Harper et al.,
1997a, 1999). The range in proto®bril length is
also great, varying from 200 nm to 1 mm. However the height of these proto®brils (approximately 4.5 nm) is comparable to measurements
obtained by ex situ AFM (Harper et al., 1999)
and electron microscopy (Walsh et al., 1997)
suggesting that they may be the same structures.
Development of the proto®brils into mature
®brils may then occur by the further addition of
single aggregate units of b-amyloid, b-amyloid
monomers and other proto®brils. Winding of
proto®brils and conformational change may also
be involved (Harper et al., 1997a). These possible
mechanisms of ®brillization are outlined in
Figure 6.
It is thought that the low concentration of
b-amyloid used (50 mg/ml) and the fact that the
assembly of b-amyloid is constrained by the mica
substrate enabled the observation of such a large
population of single aggregate units and proto®brils. This phenomenon has also been observed
during in situ AFM of amylin ®brillization
(Goldsbury et al., 1999). Single aggregate units and
proto®brils are observed far less frequently at similar time points when using ex situ AFM (data not

Figure 6. A schematic outlining a possible mechanism for the ®brillization of b-amyloid. (a) A single aggregate unit
forms from b-amyloid peptide monomers. These aggregate units then assemble together, possibly with monomer as
well, to form proto®brils as in (b). Elongation to form mature ®brils occurs by addition of monomer, aggregate or
proto®bril, or any combination of these as in (c). Proto®bril winding and conformational change may also be
involved in (c).
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shown). During these ex situ experiments samples
are prepared at various stages of the ®brillization
process. Proto®brils are seen to disappear over the
longer time courses, being replaced by more
mature ®brils. This supports the suggestion that
these short ®brils are some sort of intermediate of
the b-amyloid ®brillization process. The in situ
AFM experiments may not be conducted over such
long time periods due to problems with protein
adsorbing to the tip and impairing imaging.
The data displayed here demonstrates the applicability of using AFM to follow real-time processes
in situ. It has been possible to observe, for the ®rst
time, one of the early stages of proto®bril formation, the joining of two single aggregate units of
b-amyloid. This is of particular importance as evidence is now available to suggest that these aggregate species are also neurotoxic (Lambert et al.,
1998). Now that AFM can be used to observe this
critical event in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's
disease, it may be possible to identify conditions,
which either activate or inhibit the b-amyloid ®brillization process. The ability to study individual
®brils will enable us to establish if these compounds are targeting higher or lower order ®brillar
species. Such in vitro studies will contribute to
understanding how b-amyloid ®brils behave in vivo
and to elucidating their role in the aetiology of
Alzheimer's disease.

Materials and Methods
Sample preparation
b(1-40) amyloid was purchased as a lyophilized solid
from California Peptide Research (batch ME1041, CA).
Mica was purchased from Agar Scienti®c (Essex). Aqueous solutions of b-amyloid were prepared by diluting
1 mg/ml in deionized, distilled water into Tris buffer
(pH 7.0, 50 mM) at a concentration of 50 mg/ml. Solutions were added to the liquid cell over the freshly
cleaved mica substrate, after a few minutes incubation.

AFM imaging conditions
AFM imaging was performed on a Nanoscope IIIa
MultiMode scanning probe workstation (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA) using an ``E'' type scanner
with xy range of 15 mm. The standard ¯uid cell attachment was used, with a silicone O-ring compressed
against the sample to obtain a good seal. Short, narrow
legged silicon nitride cantilevers (nominal spring constant 0.032 N/m) were used. The best imaging results
were obtained using a tapping frequency in the range 910 kHz. Typical scan rates were between 1-2 Hz. Drive
amplitudes were in the range 150-300 mV. The original
images were sampled at a resolution of 512  512 and
imaging was performed at room temperature. In all presented Figures the height information is represented by
contrast difference, with the lighter shades corresponding to the higher features.

Analysis of AFM images
Size distribution of aggregates of b-amyloid on the
mica were determined with the aid of SPM ImageMagic
(web site address http://www.geocities. com/SiliconValley/Network/6216/). The length of the ®brillar features was determined using the section analysis option
of the Nanoscope image analysis software. Height
measurements were taken at peak heights as the proto®brils exhibited quite distinct axial periodicity and a
variation in z of >2 nm in some cases.
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